The TFMM Meeting will be held at:
**Hotel Dubrovnik**
Ljudevita Gaja 1, 10000 Zagreb

### Getting there

Hotel Dubrovnik is located in the very center of Zagreb and is easily accessible from different parts of the city.

It is about 0.5 km far from Zagreb Central Station, 1 km from Main Bus Station, 5.5 km from Zagreb Fair and 18 km from Zagreb Airport.

Zagreb is very well connected by public transport – trams and buses. Ticket price in one direction is from 10 to 15 kn while a daily ticket costs 40 kn and it is also possible to buy tickets for multiple days. Tram station at the Ban Jelačić Square is only few steps away from the hotel. There are few taxi companies in Zagreb as well with very reasonable prices.

If you are coming to Zagreb by…

**…plane**

You can come by a Croatia Airlines bus which, after each flight, brings passengers to the Main Bus Station (around half an hour ride, 30 kn or 4 EUR). From there you can take tram Nr.6 in direction of Črnomerec. The ride to Ban Jelačić Square is only about ten minutes long.

The other way to arrive from the Zagreb Airport to the hotel is by a taxi. The price is 100-120 kn (15-20 EUR) and be sure you check you are not charged more.

**…bus**

Arriving from Zagreb Main Bus Station is easiest by tram Nr.6 in direction of Črnomerec. The ride to Ban Jelačić Square is only about ten minutes long.
You can find the schedule of arrivals and departures of domestic and international buses on the website of the Main Bus Station.

**…train**

From the Zagreb Central Station to Hotel Dubrovnik you can easily arrive by tram Nr. 6, in direction of Črnomerec or by tram Nr. 13, direction Žitnjak. Hotel Dubrovnik is from the Zagreb Central Station just two stops away. Croatian Railway websites provide more information about the schedule of domestic and international travel.
Zagreb Airport - Terminal Zagreb (Main Bus Station) - Zagreb Airport

(Zagreb Airport - Rudolf Fizir street - Velika Miaka - Buzin <Hertz carwash> - Buzin <American embassy> - SR Njemačke street <Šloboština> - SR Njemačke street <Nursing home> - SR Njemačke street <Sopot II> - Dubrovnik avenue <Sopot I> - Hrvatske Bratske Zajednice street - Main Bus Station)

Take tram No. 6, direction CRNOMEREC. Hotel Dubrovnik is at Main square (Trg Bana Jelačica) - 5 minutes by tram.